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HOLYPORT RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION RESPONSE TO RBWM’S 

EDGE of SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS for AREA 7A 

RBWM text is in underlined italics.  HRA comments in bold. 

RBWM title is; 

“Area 7A Land west of Holyport - Area between Ascot Road and Holyport Road” 

Area Description 

3.479 The area is located east of Ascot Road and west of Holyport Road and is approximately 17 ha in 

size. 

The title is incorrect as Area 7A is not West of Holyport, it is North East of the overlapping areas of 

the Recognised Settlement of Holyport and the Conservation Area of Holyport. The homes to the 

South East of Holyport Road, together with Aysgarth Park to the North East of Area 7A are all part of 

the “Settlement excluded from the Green Belt” identified in the EoS as Maidenhead. 

Stage 2 Assessment 

Gaps and boundaries 

3.480 Defensible boundaries surround most of the area and take the form of two roads (east and west), 

a lane and treelines. The area is not in a settlement gap. 

The HRA does not agree with RBWM’s claim that Area 7A is not in a “Settlement Gap”. 

Part 2 of RBWM’s Edge of Settlement Analysis for the Draft Borough Local Plan, dated December 

2013, is to do with the methodology used to decide on land availability and particularly Strategic 

Constraints.  We see there; 

2.3 Land subject to a strategic constraint is rejected as unsuitable for development and therefore 

undeliverable. 

Within which we see that one reason for an area being unsuitable is its Settlement Gap status as 

follows; 

“Settlement Gaps: 

Gaps between settlements excluded from the Green Belt of less than 1km (as identified in the Green 

Belt Purpose Analysis). In the Ascot area, the locally identified gaps from the proposed 

Neighbourhood Plan were used instead. (6)” 

An interpretation of “Gaps between settlements excluded from the Green Belt of less than 1km” is 

that if two “Settlements excluded from the Green Belt”, situated within Green Belt, are separated by 

less than 1km then the land between the settlements will be unsuitable for development and will 

therefore be undeliverable. 

The HRA maintains that a “Settlement Gap” in Green Belt land between a “Recognised Settlement 

situated in the Green Belt” and a “Settlement excluded from the Green Belt” has equal status to a 

“Settlement Gap” between two “Settlements excluded from the Green Belt”. 

Responding to Andrew Cormie’s letter to RBWM dated 3 Jan 2014, RBWM advised as follows, but 

within the text HRA has added the underlining; 

2b) Settlement Gaps (also raised in your letter of 3 January 2014) 

The process undertaken at stage 1 in the EoS took into account the importance of protecting strategic 

gaps between towns (urban areas) that are excluded from the Green Belt.  It did so because preventing 

neighbouring towns from merging into one another is one of the five purposes the Green Belt serves 
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(see National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 80).  Protecting gaps between or to settlements 

included in the Green Belt was not one of the criteria used to inform the process at stage 1 in the EoS 

because that is not one of the five purposes the Green Belt serves.  This does not mean that the threat 

or perceived threat of coalescence between other settlements would not be relevant to the final 

consideration of whether an area we are consulting on should be proposed for development.  It is only 

that it was not one of the criteria used in stage 1 of the analysis.  The potential impact of proposed 

development on the separate identity of individual settlements is generally recognised to be a material 

planning consideration and rightly should be considered before a final decision is made on whether to 

propose any of the 23 areas be released for development. 

I have set out below some of the terms we have used and how we have used them:  

Settlement Gap: The council has used this term to refer to those gaps preventing neighbouring towns 

from merging into one another.  These are the strategic gaps between urban areas 

(towns/settlements). Map 5 of the EoS shows the gaps between settlements in the Royal Borough.   

Excluded Settlements: We use this term to refer to those settlements excluded from (ie outside) the 

Green Belt. These are the urban areas (towns/settlements) in the description of Settlement Gap. See 

map 1 of the Green Belt, in the EoS.  

Recognised Settlements: (the term Green Belt settlement is not used in the EoS), is taken from the 

current Local Plan and means settlements included in the Green Belt, and which have a defined area, 

which is helpful for the purpose of interpreting how to apply Green Belt policy to development 

proposals, for example, on limited infilling.  

The Edge of Settlement Analysis looks at land where at least one edge of its area abuts a settlement 

that is excluded from the Green Belt (see paragraph 1.1 of the EoS). Area 7A fulfils that criterion (see 

Map 1). The adjoining area of (modern) Holyport forms part of an ‘excluded settlement’ that stretches 

up to Maidenhead and east along the Windsor 

Road. 

The situation in the Ascot area does not provide 

a valid comparison with that at Holyport.  The 

gaps in Ascot and the areas mentioned (13N, 

13O, 13P, 13S and 13T) are gaps that serve one 

of the purposes of the Green Belt; they are gaps 

between excluded settlements.  Furthermore, 

the complexity of the settlement pattern in the 

Ascot area meant the same methodology used 

elsewhere was not suitable for this part of the 

borough.  An assessment was therefore 

undertaken using ‘local gaps’. These local gaps 

were identified through work undertaken by the 

local community in preparing the Ascot 

Neighbourhood Plan.  

The HRA considers that if RBWM had 
properly considered the first and second 
concepts shown underlined above, this 
would have resulted in Area 7A not being 
included in the list of Green Belt areas to be 
considered in the public consultation. 

In the third underlined paragraph, what 
RBWM refers to as “(modern) Holyport” is in 
fact part of the Settlement excluded from the 
Green Belt identified in the EoS as 
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Maidenhead. 

RBWM treats this area as part of Maidenhead when referring to Area 7A being on the edge of the 
Maidenhead settlement, (not on the edge of modern Holyport) but on the other hand; 

RBWM wrongly claims that Aysgarth Park and the homes to the South East of Holyport Road is 
(modern) Holyport, stating that because this area merges with Braywick it will be acceptable that 
it merge further, through Area 7A, with the separate Recognised Settlement of Holyport.  (HRA 
disputes that Braywick extends beyond the Braywick roundabout, but supposing it did it would 
also be part of the Maidenhead settlement) 

The boundary of Holyport has not changed; it is shown in the map above. 

This map above clearly shows the separate nature of Holyport and Maidenhead, the homes in 
grey colour being the “Settlement excluded from the Green Belt” that is Maidenhead, whilst the 
overlapping boundaries of the Recognised Settlement of Holyport and the conservation Area of 
Holyport are shown in yellow and green.  We also see part of Area 7A, separating Holyport from 
Maidenhead. 

The Street Index in the Geographers A-Z Street Atlas (Edition 3 2001) for the area correctly 
shows all streets in what RBWM calls (modern) Holyport as being in Maidenhead.  But in the A-Z, 
Ascot Road, Holyport Street, Pamela Row Moneyrow Green etc., are all shown as Holyport. 

In RBWM’s EoS Analysis Area 7A paragraph 3.489, RBWM states regarding Area 7A “The area is 
situated directly north and west of the existing excluded settlement of Holyport and …etc” this 
clearly refers to the Recognised Settlement of Holyport in conjunction with the Conservation 
Area, and is apparently recognising that this is a “Settlement Excluded from the Green Belt” as 
is Maidenhead – so on this basis 7A is a definite “Settlement Gap”. 

There used to be a boundary sign for Holyport, at the edge of Holyport Road on the Holyport 
boundary just to the South of the Stroud Farm Road junction.  That sign is no longer there but 
the boundary continues to be at that spot.  No replacement sign has for instance been placed at 
the A308 end of Holyport Road.  The boundary sign should be replaced in its former position. 

Further, at a presentation given by Bray Parish Council for the Bray Parish Neighbourhood Plan a 

map supplied to them by RBWM was displayed. The following is part of a photograph of that map; 

It can be seen from this that only two recognised settlements have been identified, these being 

Holyport and Bray.  However, the homes shown in grey between Holyport and Bray have been 

defined by RBWM in their Edge of Settlement Analysis, Maps 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 as being, not Holyport, 
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but part of the “Settlement Excluded from the Green Belt” that is Maidenhead. 

A RBWM major reason for excluding an area from development is that it is a settlement gap.  Area 

7A is a settlement gap between the recognised settlement of Holyport and the “Settlement excluded 

from the Green Belt” that is Maidenhead. 

RBWM must therefore be consistent and in the same way as having used the fact of other areas 

being settlement gaps as a reason to exclude them from development must also exclude Area 7A 

from consideration for development. 

HRA considers that the proximity of the “Recognised Settlement of Holyport” to the Maidenhead 
“Settlement Excluded from the Green Belt” introduces to the Area 7A case an element of 
complexity that merits special consideration, as Area 7A whilst being at the edge of Maidenhead, 
is also a gap between Maidenhead and the Recognised Settlement of Holyport. 

In RBWM’s Edge of Settlement Analysis Introduction, Paragraph 1.17, the Green Belt Purpose 
Analysis 2013 is identified as a key document, and in the EoS, Methodology 2.3 Settlement Gaps, 
RBWM defines Settlement Gaps as: 

“Gaps between settlements excluded from the Green Belt of less than 1km (as identified in the 
Green Belt Purpose Analysis).” 

In paragraph 3.6 of the RBWM Green Belt Purpose Analysis under the heading “Settlements” it 
is stated - “Criteria were not applied to smaller settlements washed over by the Green Belt.  
Consideration of effects on such smaller settlements is more appropriately considered through 
a finer grain character assessment and/or a site assessment exercise.” 

The HRA is therefore very concerned that the necessary finer grain character assessment has 
not been done for Area 7A, and considers that had it been done Area 7A would not be under 
consideration for development 

In conclusion, Area 7A is a settlement gap of less than 1km so it is unsuitable for development 
and is undeliverable. 

The concepts above have been reviewed and are supported by the Holyport Preservation 
Society and the London Green Belt Council.  The latter has advised; 

“It seems that you have a good case for saying washed over settlements like Holyport are, 

nevertheless, settlements whose separation from other settlements must be preserved. For that 

reason, a site like 7A, which, if built up, would connect Holyport to 'Greater Maidenhead' is of 

critical importance. 

The supposed coalescence that RBWM refer to is not correct.  The two settlements could only be 

said to join at a short line and development there is well separated so the area still has a rural feel to 

it.    Developing the proposed land Area 7A, would result in firmly closing the gap between the 

recognised settlement of Holyport and the developments to the north east and south east. 

The analysis of Green Belt and Countryside Character appears to be at fault.  Holyport is described as 

an excluded settlement.  It appears, however, to be washed over by the Green Belt.  But, regardless 

of whether Holyport is excluded or washed over, it is a settlement in the Green Belt which needs to 

retain its identity and the narrow piece of land keeping it separate is therefore of the highest 

importance.” 

Countryside setting and topography 

3.481 The area is characterised by open land with pastures and trees and contains a complex of farm 

buildings to the south and a small number of residential dwellings (at Philberds House). The topography 

varies slightly and generally slopes northwards. 

It does not contain a working farm - only derelict buildings.  Some of the land is currently cultivated 

by an off-site local farmer by arrangement with the land-owner. 

There are no residential dwellings other than the single building of apartments that is Philberds 
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Lodge, which, whilst being situated in the midst of the land offered for development, will clearly not 

be developed, as we understand it is not owned by the landowner of the majority of Area 7A. 

HRA has searched the RBWM Planning information and found applications for conversion of 

agricultural or derelict buildings on Area 7A, all of which were refused by RBWM.  Each of these 

decisions was appealed against by the developer and the appeals were all dismissed by the Planning 

Inspectorate.  See further comments against RBWM paragraph 3.487. 

Agriculture 

3.482 Most of the area is agricultural land of which 70% is Grade 3 agricultural land. The remainder 

has no agricultural land classification. 

See HRA comments against RBWM paragraph 3.496. 

Nature conservation and ancient woodland 

3.483 There are some trees in the south of the area. There are no sites of ecological value in the area. 

Regarding trees see our comment against paragraph 3.493. 

What study has been done as to whether or not development of the site would have any ecological 

impact?  For instance have any areas been assessed for presence of Great Crested Newts?  Are the 

assessors aware that after the twice yearly harvest, migrating Geese feed on this land? May we see 

evidence of what assessment has been carried out? 

Historic environment 

3.484 The area abuts the Holyport Conservation Area to the south. Development of the area is likely to 

have an impact on the Conservation Area. 

The area enclosed by the combination of the Holyport Conservation Area boundary and the 

Recognised settlement of Holyport boundary is the only part of the area that can truly be called 

"Holyport".  Development of Area 7A would indeed have a bad impact on the Conservation Area. 

Pollution 

3.485 Due to the roads that border the area, some road noise is evident but this is unlikely to affect 

development. 

Re pollution see also the report on traffic exhaust pollution by Bray Parish Councillor Peter Janikoun. 

(Document No 5.) and see also http://www.rbwm.gov.uk/web/eh_air_quality.htm which 

shows that the situation 

is now worse than it was 

at the time of Cllr 

Janikoun’s report.  

Further houses and the 

resulting increase in 

traffic would of course 

cause more pollution. 

Additionally, traffic from 

housing intended by 

Bracknell will cause 

further pollution as it 

passes through the 

Holyport area. 
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Road noise from Holyport 

Road is currently severe 

and this is partly due to 

the very bad rough road 

surface. Noise from the 

M4 is shown in the 

diagrams above and 

adjacent .  These are 

taken from DEFRA’s “The 

Environmental Noise 

Regulations (England) 

2006 – First Round Major 

Roads. 

Lden – Map No 6, for 

daytime, and same title 

but “Lnight” instead of “Lden”. The first is for day the second for night. 

Minerals 

3.486 There are no mineral workings in the area. 

Agreed. 

Stage 2: Conclusion 

Pass. 

Unacceptable adverse impacts have not been demonstrated through the assessment of Stage 2 criteria. 

The area has good defensible boundaries and connections with the existing settlement of Holyport. 

Regarding “unacceptable adverse impacts have not been demonstrated”, the HRA considers that as 

Area 7A is a gap between settlements this is sufficient reason that it cannot be developed. 

Further, a review of other sites which were rejected by RBWM shows that many of the reasons cited 

for rejection of those sites also very much apply to Area 7A.  Therefore the criteria have not been 

consistently applied in RBWM’s EoS analysis. 

The following is evidence of that inconsistency; 

The text shown below is a copy of or derived from the reasons given for rejection of the following 

areas; 1A, 2, 3B, 4C, 6B, 7E, 9A, 9C, 13N, 13O, 13P, 13S and 13T.  These reasons also apply to Area 7A, 

which was not rejected but should have been. 

“Development would harm openness of the Green Belt, the separation of Aysgarth Park and 

Holyport Road from Old Holyport and would create an inefficient settlement pattern. It would also 

encroach into the gap between Aysgarth Park and Holyport Road and the Conservation Area of 

Holyport.  Re ecology we have migrating geese feeding on this land twice per year. The area is open 

and there would be an encroachment of housing into the countryside. It is an open area and 

development would have an unacceptable impact of the openness of the Green Belt and of the 

Conservation Area of Holyport.  The area would not be well connected to the existing urban area of 

Aysgarth Park due to change in ground level.  Development would harm the separation of 

settlements.  The area lies in a settlement gap.” 

Regarding “boundaries”, it is noted that the RBWM statement recognises that "the existing 

settlement of Holyport" is separate from Aysgarth Park and the houses on Holyport Road (the road 

leading to Holyport), and Springfield Park etc.  But RBWM then claims that Area 7A is not a 
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Settlement Gap. 

 

Stage 3 Assessment 

Planning History / Background 

3.487 There has been a planning permission for the construction of eight 2-bedroom flats on three 

floors following demolition of existing building (04/00803/FULL). 

Real Planning History 

Not only has there been planning permission, the development referred to above has been 

completed and has existed for years. This is known as Philberds Lodge. 

Andrew Cormie wrote to RBWM on 19th Jan 2014 asking why RBWM consider that the RBWM and 

Planning Inspectorate’s rejection of proposals to convert derelict buildings on Area 7A is not 

relevant to the assessment of the potential of the area for development, whilst RBWM consider that 

the approval to reconstruct a fire damaged residential property is relevant. 

RBWM replied on 10
th

 Feb 2014 stating; “Something that is not going to happen is not relevant. Only 

current and permitted uses of land are relevant.” 

HRA vigorously disputes the RBWM view on this.  To a normal person who wishes to seek reasons 

why an area should not be developed, planning applications that have been rejected are obviously 

more relevant than those that have been accepted, as the former show a history of decisions by 

planners and the Planning Inspectorate as to why development could not be permitted to take 

place.  RBWM response above indicates that planners themselves seem to have a different view. 

The actual planning history follows. 

2000   

00/34975 Conversion of chauffeurs lodge and garage to a 2 bed bungalow & garage (on land part of 

Lodge Farm general site sharing ownership with Farm, land behind Spring Cottage) 

Permission refused, Appealed, Appeal dismissed 

Some file comments ‘buildings neglected, derelict, no roof due to fire,’ not generally sound, requires 

significant reconstruction. 

Change of ‘rural’ appearance to ‘settled’ one, development generally affecting openness of the 

Green Belt.  Back land development not ‘infill’ 

00/36308 Restoration of chauffeur’s garage to storage. 

Permission refused, Appealed, appeal dismissed 

As above 

2003 

03/39894 Demolition of existing garage and erection of a link extension and change of use of a 

building to B1, land behind Spring Cottage. 

Permission granted 

03/39895 Demolition of an unlisted building/ garage in Conservation area. 

Permission granted  

03/40309 and 04/41284 Conversion of 2 Agricultural buildings into 3 residential buildings and 

conversion of Water Tower into residential building. 

Permission refused, Appealed, Appeal dismissed.  Refusal based on; 
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No very special circumstances that would clearly outweigh the harm that would be caused to the 

Green Belt through inappropriateness and the encroachment of domestic use over Green Belt 

countryside which is also important to the setting of the Holyport Conservation Area. 

Extensive reconstruction involved contrary to GB8(4) 

Inappropriate development in the Green Belt contrary to GB1, GB2 

‘Harmful urbanising effect and erosion of the Green Belt’. 

Applicant did highlight PPG2 ‘the alternative to re-use may be a building that is left vacant and 

prone to vandalism and dereliction’. 

03/40473 Conversion of 8 Bedroom Philberds Lodge into 6 2 bedroom apartments 

Submitted 19/6/03 

2/7/03 6.45 pm approx. fire broke out 

damaging 1st and 2nd Floors (FDRI 4579 fire 

report) 

Application changed to Conversion of fire 

damaged Philberds Lodge into 6 x 2 bed 

apartments  

25/7/03 APPLICATION WITHDRAWN 

Adjacent - Fire damage to roof of Philberds 

2/7/03 

 

03/40887 Conversion of fire damaged 

Philberds Lodge into 6 x 2 bed apartments  

APPLICATION WITHDRAWN 

2004 

04/41480 Conversion of fire damaged Philberds Lodge into 6 x 2 bed apartments 

Permission granted Feb 2004 

04/00803 Conversion of fire damaged Philberds Lodge into 8 x 2 bed apartments 

Permission granted Sept 2004 

2005 

05/01458 2 Post mounted signs 1.2mx2.4mx6.4m high 

Permission refused, Appealed, appeal dismissed. Refusal based on; 

Advertising control powers exercised only in the interests of amenity (and safety not applicable in 

this position) 

Site generally open countryside within the Metropolitan Green Belt.  Signs in an ‘exposed and 

isolated roadside position with fields to the rear’ 

Signs very prominent and intrusive features in the pleasant rural setting creating an excess of 

advertising round the access. 

Refused as detrimental to the interests of amenity. 

2010 
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10/00030 work to trees in conservation area  Permitted 

10/00233 Conversion of Agricultural Building to a single domestic residence  

Permission refused, appealed, Appeal dismissed.  Refusal based on; 

Increased activity of the site having a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt than 

existing. 

Harmful urbanising appearance detracting from the rural character of the surrounding countryside 

and adjacent to Holyport Conservation Area. 

Substantial reconstruction of the building contrary to GB1/2/3/8 and CA2 

 

2011 

11/03534 New access and gate along Holyport Road 

Permission refused, Appealed, Appeal upheld Permission granted for access FOR AGRICULTURAL 

USE ONLY (planning application still required for final scheme for compliance) 

SUMMARY 

Planning history has generally been one of refusal based on Green Belt considerations, degree of 

harm and conserving the rural nature of the area and preservation of the countryside.  Where 

approval has been given this has been to prevent further dereliction, as a result of fires and for 

agricultural reasons only.  If refusals were valid and even supported at appeals for minor 

developments a major scheme such as that suggested in the consultation would raise similar 

objections 200 fold. 

There are NO residential dwellings on Area 7A other than Philberds Lodge. 

HRA objects to the fact that whereas RBWM considers it relevant to include reference to the 

planning permission that was given for Philberds Lodge (even although this is irrelevant as Philberds 

Lodge is not an area available for development as part of Area 7A), RBWM’s assessment does not 

make known that all other planning applications in respect of the farm buildings etc on Area 7A have 

been refused by RBWM and dismissed on appeal by the Governments Planning Inspectorate. 

 

Green Belt and Countryside Character 

3.488 The area forms part of the green entrance into Holyport. The area is visible from the Ascot Road 

and development would impact on the openness of the Green Belt. The area is used for farming and 

pastures. The area is within the Settled Farmed Sands and Clays landscape character area. This 

landscape has a diverse yet generally intact rural character. The Holyport Settled Farmed Sands and 

Clays landscape character area comprises of dispersed settlement within an agricultural setting. Recent 

residential development has resulted in the coalescence of the historic village of Holyport with Bray 

Wick, and the linear settlements of Stud Green, Moneyrow Green, Touchen-end and Paley Street now 

form a continuous low level development along the Ascot Road (A330) and the B3024. Landscape 

condition overall is considered to be good - declining. The overall 

capacity for change is low. 

 

Green Belt 

The area is also visible from Holyport Road, Aysgarth Park and Holyport Street. 

Site 7A is in the Metropolitan Green Belt described by the Planning Inspectorate as follows; 
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‘There is a presumption against inappropriate development in the Metropolitan Green Belt and that 

development should not compromise the purposes of the Green Belt and the fundamental aim of 

keeping land permanently open.  Very Special Circumstances allowing development under GB8 must 

‘not have a materially greater impact than the present and last use on the openness and purpose of 

the Green Belt’’.  See also Nick Boles MP letter of 3
rd

 March 2014 to the Planning Inspectorate. 

(Shown in our Document 1) 

There should not be an undesirable intensification of activities in the area. 

All the planning applications referred to in HRA comment against RBWM 3.487 above for a mere 1 – 

4 residences on this land have been refused with comments concerning; harm to the openness of 

the Green Belt; potential ‘domestication’ with an appearance of ‘settled’ rather than ‘rural’; harmful 

urbanising effect and erosion of the Green Belt; to prevent the proliferation of domestic 

paraphernalia over a wider area which would be harmful to the character of the countryside; 

detrimental to the interests of amenity in the countryside. 

Special Circumstances have been addressed by the comment ‘No very Special Circumstances that 

would clearly outweigh the harm that would be caused to the Green Belt through inappropriateness 

and the encroachment of domestic use over Green Belt countryside which is also important to the 

setting of the Holyport Conservation Area’ (see below) 

Given all these comments were against intended small developments, it is abundantly clear that a 

development of up to 200 properties on the site would significantly harm the Green Belt.  There is 

currently no mandate to permit housing on the Green Belt to this extent simply for housing 

provision. 

In historical applications the original site owner during the year 2000 onwards was keen to point out 

the danger of dereliction, decay and vandalism if sites were not allowed development.  The single 

approval for a conversion to a single house on the site into 8 x 2 bedroom apartments only followed 

fire damage to the building.  The fire damage 

at 6.45 pm quickly addressed was enough to 

prevent reuse as a family home but 

fortunately for the developer not enough to 

prevent conversion. 

The area actually comprises a series of 

villages and hamlets to the South and SW.  

The old map adjacent shows the original 

Holyport Village on left of the map, 7A is area 

to left of gravel pit across Holyport Road. 

Holyport village centre as represented by the 

conservation area remains separate and 

contrary to RBWM’s statement has not 

coalesced with Braywick which is actually the 

area to the NE of the Braywick roundabout 

on the A308 some distance away.  On the 

1:25000 Ordnance Survey map SU 87/97 the 

words “Bray Wick” appear only once and are 

positioned North of the cemetery to the East 

of Braywick Road.  It is noted that SOME 

modern maps show Bray Wick further south, 

however the older map is considered 

definitive.  
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It is not appropriate that the area 

covered by a locality name may be 

extended at the whim of developers 

or planners keen to allow 

development. 

Descriptions of ‘continuous low 

level development’ is inaccurate as 

these properties are scattered along 

the length of the A330 and in most 

cases pre-date the green belt rather 

than being development permitted 

since the green belt’s introduction. 

 

 

Countryside/Farming 

The site has been actively farmed for well over 45 years.  In historical planning applications the site 

is described as good agricultural land Grade 3A. 

The photo above shows Lodge Farm ploughed and ready for planting once the flooding subsides 

2014.  It can be seen from this that Aysgarth Park is at a lower level (approximately 1.8 metres 

maximum) than this field. 

The amenity value of the farmland cannot be understated.  The benefits to local residents, especially 

children, is tangible, being able to walk past open fields rather than having to cope with the further 

cars and exhausts of an extra 200 properties. This provides a feeling of well-being and a rural rather 

than urban environment. Let us keep this Holyport Road outlook over open green belt fields 

productively farmed as above in May 2012.  Development of Area 7A will mean more traffic. 
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Settlement and Townscape Character 

3.489 The area is situated directly north and west of the existing excluded settlement of Holyport and 

new development would connect well with the existing area. The Ascot Road (A330) and the Holyport 

Road are firm defensible boundaries and the remaining two sides have a combination of tree lines, a 

lane and existing urban area in the form of residential dwellings. 

The area is actually North and East of the Recognised Settlement of Holyport and its Conservation 

Area and is a gap between the latter and the Settlement excluded from the Green Belt that is 

Maidenhead.  “Maidenhead” 

includes Aysgarth Park and all 

residences to the South East of 

Holyport Road. 

Presumably the existing urban 

area RBWM refers to is 

Aysgarth Park, whose ground 

level is, at its maximum, some 

1.8 metres lower than the area 

under consideration.  This 

point has not been mentioned 

in the RBWM analysis.  Is it 

reasonable to expect owners 

of existing properties at the 

lower level to suffer the 

addition of houses at a higher 

level than their own level?  

Aysgarth Park already suffers 

from emerging ground water.  

Will compaction of Area 7A 

during building work and the 

subsequent covering of the 

land with homes and roads 

make it more likely that 

flooding will occur in Aysgarth 

Park?  It seems a logical 

assumption.  The lane between 

7A and Aysgarth Park 

consistently floods during 

prolonged wet periods. 

7A is a Green Belt gap between 

Holyport and Maidenhead, red outline denotes Holyport Conservation area, dark blue is rivers, 

streams, ponds and lakes, paler blue on 7A is recent flooding areas. Green area is extent of green 

belt. 

The area is not an infill site as it does not present the development of an existing ‘small gap’ in an 

otherwise built up frontage, the definition of infill. 

The site is an important settlement gap between the town of Maidenhead and Holyport Village 

Conservation Area.  In fact it is one of the last gaps to prevent the area being absorbed by 

Maidenhead and forming ‘Maidenhead East’.   It has not gone unnoticed that the entire green gap 

between Holyport and Maidenhead is suggested for development as part of the ‘Preferred Options 

Consultation’.  Development of Sites 7A, 5C, 5E and 5A would seal Holyport’s fate as part of ‘Greater 

Maidenhead’. 
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On the diagram below the green gaps are shown in yellow between Holyport and Maidenhead, 

Holyport and Fifield, Bray and Maidenhead, Maidenhead and Windsor, blue is Bray Parish Boundary. 

One purpose of Green Belt land is in its name, a green belt to prevent the merging of settlements, 

maintaining a gap and preventing the loss of individuality and identity. 

The developments of Springfield Park, Aysgarth Park and Priors Way have done much to allow a 

joining of settlements to that of Maidenhead. 

There is no ‘Townscape’ character; there are no towns, only precious rural villages and hamlets in a 

countryside setting. Below is Holyport Road from 7A – a rural countryside. 

 

The importance of 7A cannot be understated.  As the last bastion of countryside great significance 

has been placed on it by successive Planning Inspectors in planning appeals. 

This land serves a true Green Belt purpose separating Holyport Village from Maidenhead. 

The importance of green belt gaps to keep towns and villages separate to some degree cannot be 

underestimated.  Development on Lodge Farm would destroy the gap between historic Holyport and 

Maidenhead and result in the entire area being absorbed by Maidenhead. 

Development here would destroy the ethos of why green belt was introduced in 1947, to prevent 

urban sprawl and the urbanisation of the countryside. 

 

3.490 The Townscape Character Assessment states that the area borders 'Leafy residential suburbs'  in 

the east. This area is characterised by spacious suburban style detached two storey houses, on medium 
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to large plots. Urban form is defined by wide streets (curvilinear and straight) with secondary streets 

culminating in ‘dead ends’, cul-de-sacs or vegetated ‘turning circles’. Gardens are private which 

provides a strong sense of enclosure and privacy to dwellings. The area also borders ‘Late 20th Century 

Suburbs in the north (10X). This area type is characterised by medium density residential suburbs 

consisting of long curvilinear feeder streets with short subsidiary roads culminating in cul-de-sacs/dead 

ends. 

 

There is no ‘town’ here, nor are there ‘residential suburbs’.  Definition; ‘a suburb is a residential area 

or a mixed use area, either existing as part of a city or urban area’.  

This area comprises the hamlets of Holyport, Moneyrow Green, Sturt Green, Touchen End and Paley 

Street with the historic centre of Holyport Village designated a Conservation Area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Holyport suburb’? The view from Holyport Newsagents. 

Holyport has a particular identity and does not consider itself a suburb of Maidenhead Town Centre. 

Indeed by permitting housing on areas 7A and 5C Holyport would become just that. 

Newer additions to Maidenhead in the form of Springfield Park, Aysgarth Park and Priors Way have 

encroached on Holyport as a form of urban creep.  The existence of this housing demonstrates a past 

willingness to allow residences in the area, not a proactive wish to merge with the actual town of 

Maidenhead. Site 7A 

maintains an essential 

degree of separateness 

from this housing style. 

The streets are not wide, 

only allowing single file 

traffic in each direction.  

Any on-street parking 

creates an instant traffic 

jam as the roads are not 

wide enough for 3 lanes of 

traffic. 

Regarding “wide streets”, 

both the A330 and 

Holyport Road are too 

narrow for modern traffic.  Holyport Road does not comply with the width and traffic management 

requirements of RBWM's Highways Design Guide.   
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See   http://www.rbwm.gov.uk/graphics/Highway_Design_Guide.pdf 

The design of the A330 Ascot Road does not meet commonly held beliefs of what an “A” road should 

be. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not ‘wide’ but narrow. The two pictures above show the ‘A’ 330 Ascot Road by Holyport Green 

which is not worthy of having an ‘A’ classification.  See also the photo compilation at the end of this 

document, showing a sample of heavy lorries using this road. 

 

Historic Environment 

3.491 The area abuts the Holyport Conservation Area. Development in the southern portion of the site 

would materially impact the open character of the Holyport Conservation Area and impact on the 

relationship it holds with the wider countryside. This would likely cause a significant level of harm. 

Residents fully agree with this statement.  Planning Inspectors have turned down many planning 

applications based on the 

harm presented to the 

setting of the 

Conservation Area. 

Adjacent is a view of 

Lodge Farm Area 7A from 

the Conservation Area 

 

3.492 This area includes the earthworks of a Medieval moat, associated with the former Hyndens 

manor, which comprise a rare example of the survival of upstanding earthworks in the borough. As 

such, it should be conserved and its setting protected. Further earthworks and associated below ground 

remains are likely to survive within the vicinity, and these will also be of some significance. Therefore a 

programme of assessment, survey and evaluation would be required prior to submission of any 

planning application for this area, to inform development proposals and identify features requiring in 

situ preservation. Depending on the results of this investigation, further work is likely to be required to 

ensure that the impact on archaeology can be mitigated satisfactorily. 

The site is indeed steeped in history. 

In 1208 Manor Philberts was owned by Roger de St Philbert who passed it to his brother Hugh de St 

Philbert, his brother, and valued at £12-16-4d upon his death in 1248. The manor then merged with 

Cresswells Manor.  In 1352 John de St Philbert sold the estate to King Edward III. Hendons manor 
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was to the right of the site. 

The King granted the lands to the warden and college of St Georges Chapel, Windsor.  Seized by 

Parliament it passed to Edward Curl and Richard Spencer in 1649.  In 1652 it was leased to Thomas 

Peregrine Wilcox who continued to hold the lease from the Dean and Canons of Windsor after the 

Restoration.   

The original moated house on the site was demolished in 1500 and replaced by the house in which 

Nell Gwynne, mistress of King Charles II resided from 1650-1687 

In the 18
th

 century the lease was held by the Meeke family then by a Mr Fuller in 1780. He then 

rebuilt it as below. 

 

 

 In 1860 the manor 

was bought from 

the Dean and 

Canons of Windsor 

by Charles Pascoe 

Grenfell then 

owned by his 

grandson Lord 

Desborough. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 19
th

 Century house shown on maps above shows landscaped ‘pleasure gardens’.  There was once a 
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pond on the site of the moat now derelict. 

 Between 1854 and 1879 the site was owned by Rev Price who turned it into Philberds School. His 

son Edward Price transformed it into a military academy with WINSTON CHURCHILL as a pupil. 

It then became an army school in 1908 whilst in the ownership of Major Hubert Martineau a 

renowned sportsman who subsequently ran a private cricket club from the grounds of what became 

Lodge Farm. 

Philberds was then used during WWI as a Prisoner of War camp.  The German prisoners are 

documented as having attempted to tunnel their way out and almost succeeded. 

The manor was subsequently demolished in 1919 due to its condition and lack of financial 

compensation after it reverted back to the Martineau family after the war. The boys’ gymnasium 

was retained and used as a cricket pavilion for Martineau’s cricket pitch reinstated on the land. 

More demolition occurred in 1931. The family lived in the Lodge on The Green prior to its conversion 

to a nursing home. Royalty have played at the Real Tennis club and Queen Elizabeth II learned to 

ride in the fields on the site. 

In summary the entire area is steeped in history and the successive construction and destruction of 

Manor Houses on the site and ancient moat would indicate a rich archaeological interest which 

should not 

be 

endangered 

by a huge 

housing 

estate. 

 

 

 

 

Adjacent, 

Philberds 1
st

 

World War 

POW camp. 

 

 

 

‘Delightful country 

Surroundings’ Cricket on 

Holyport Lodge Farm 1926 - 200 

houses - duty of care? 
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Martineau’s 

Holyport v New 

Zealand 1927 at 

7A. These trees 

are now fully 

grown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The site prior to WW1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biodiversity 

3.493 None of the area itself or land adjoining it is designated for its ecological value. There is a small 

number of trees in the area. 
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There are many trees on the site, around the side and central to the site plus an ancient orchard 

area.  The site boundaries are also bordered by ancient hedgerow over 30 years old and protected 

under the Hedgerows Regulations 1997 along Holyport Road and Ascot Road. 

Wildlife 

throughout the 

site has not 

been 

investigated by 

any 

authorities.  

 

 

The hedgerows and wooded areas provide a 

diverse habitat. The open fields provide feeding 

grounds for migratory wild geese, red kite and 

many other birds. The trees provide shelter and 

nesting for woodpeckers in addition to other wild 

birds.  Deer have also been seen.  Above picture 

shows trees in yellow. 

There are many areas of dense undergrowth 

which given the lack of disturbance by farm 

animals would provide natural habitats especially 

in the west of the site. Disused buildings, bullpens 

and in-ground features on the site provide diverse 

habitats. 

The very high water table and flood zones 

provide areas of boggy ground and standing 

water for various creatures. 

It has been noted that some trees have been 

removed centrally on the site and along the 

Holyport Road boundary and not replaced 

with saplings in a move to reduce the tree 

cover. 

There are oak, lime, ash, sycamore, horse 

chestnut, apple, wild cherry, beech, birch, 

evergreens and hazel to name a few as 

shown above and below. 

Just one field showing orchard area – this is 

not a “small number” as was claimed by 

RBWM. 

What study has been done as to whether or 

not development of the site would have any 

ecological impact?  For instance have any 

areas been assessed for presence of Great Crested Newts or other small animals? 
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Flooding 

3.494 Some 50% of the area lies in flood zone 2 which is a medium probability of flood risk. This zone 

comprises land assessed as having between a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1,000 annual probability of river 

flooding. Any development on land covered by floodzone 2 would require an application of the 

Sequential Test. The remainder of the area is in floodzone 1 low probability, which according to the 

SFRA means the area is assessed as having a less than 1 in 1000 chance of flooding (<0.1%) in any year. 

Probably 2/3rds of the site is subject to flooding.  The field to the SW was recently almost 

completely underwater and as at March 2014 continues to be so.  Areas to the SE suffered ground 

water emergence plus a pool forming to the NE. Adjoining areas of Aysgarth Park were flooded, 

Holyport Road 

gardens 

suffered 

ground water 

emergence.  

Areas around 

Holyport 

Street, 

Langworthy 

Lane, Hearne 

Drive and Sturt 

Green all 

suffered from 

flood water. 

The site is 

close to the 

Bourne River 

and is in the 

flood plain for 

the River 

Thames.  

Development on open fields in the flood plain will increase the speed of run-off into rivers to the 

detriment of community’s down-stream.  Old Windsor, Datchet , Wraysbury, Staines, Chertsey and 

beyond are all suffering flooding and clean up created by planning decisions up-stream.  

We have recently (March 2014) seen TV appearances of Environment Agency representatives saying 

that the volume of water delivered by the Thames to Datchet and Wraysbury is the same as it would 

have been without the Jubilee River.  This is nonsense. It is clear that before the Jubilee River, when 

the Thames flooded its natural floodplain in the Maidenhead area, that volume of spread out water 

delayed its delivery downstream.  With the Jubilee River, the extra volume previously spread out on 

the Maidenhead flood plain is quickly delivered via the Jubilee to Datchet.  It is also obvious that 

two flows of water joining at Datchet deliver more water than would a single flow. 

Environment Agency plans and statistics are out of date and inaccurate as communities flooded in 

2003 are flooded again in 2007 and 2013/2014. 

These current Environment agency flood maps demonstrate how perilously near to flooding areas 

Holyport is.  The area relies on the open fields to soak up rainwater. Below is the site in detail. 
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Adjacent, the 

Latest EA map 

marked up 

showing flood risk 

over 2/3 of site 

and neighbouring 

housing areas. Red 

and blue areas 

show flooding in 

2014. 

 

 

 

 

2009 EA MAP below shows hardly any flooding issues on site compared with the more recent map 

above. Other areas were flooded but not covered by researchers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Environment Agency surface flooding map and reality in 2014 below 
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Surface water 

flooding happens 

when the water 

table is high 

arising from a 

combination of 

high river level 

and rainfall, when 

it is impossible for 

the rainwater to 

drain away 

through the 

normal drainage 

systems or soak 

into the ground. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recent flooding on and around site     

 

 

River flooding happens when a river cannot 

cope with the amount of water draining into 

it from the surrounding land.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The shading on the map below shows the risk of flooding from rivers and the sea in this particular 

area. 
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Above, the SW Field of Area 7A  looking towards water tower.  This is ground water emergence due 

to the high water table. 

Past planning applications for modest developments on this site recognise that access to the site 

from the A330 Ascot Road could be blocked by flooding as in Zones 2 and 3 and suggest an 

alternative emergency exit via Holyport Street however not for vehicles.  How will a development of 

200 homes be sustainable on a site such as this?  Various flood photos follow. 
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Above, SE Field flooded adjacent to Holyport 

Road.  This flooded area is not even shown on 

EA charts. Below Ascot Road February 2014 

Bourne flooding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sandbags at Sturt Green. 
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Below wellies show where flooding was 

visible from the road in 2014.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below the Cut behind Hearne Drive. 
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Much of Lodge Farm was under water. Some parts of adjoining Aysgarth Park had flooding. Gardens 

in Holyport Road experience ground water emergence.  

There are more images of 

flooding too numerous to 

include here; they will be 

added in an appendix. 

Left - an incomplete 

swimming pool at the end of 

a Holyport Road Garden. 

This does not hold water and 

this 4 ft deep pool was 

empty over the summer 

months.  The photo shows 

the height of the water table 

in January 2014 and it rose 

further by mid February 

2014.  This is without the 

loss of the substantial 

amount of farmland across 

the Holyport Road soaking 

up rainwater.  We believe that if Lodge Farm is covered in homes and roads then Holyport Road and 

Aysgarth Park homes will flood more. 

 

 

 

The picture 

adjacent shows 

Aysgarth Park, 

situated north 

east of Area 7A in 

July 2007. 

 

 

 

 

Developers say 

they can mitigate 

against surface 

flooding from 

downpours by 

drainage schemes however all the surface drainage schemes in the world will not prevent flooding 

from water in the ground emerging due to high water tables.  Underground tanks take up space that 

water would otherwise permeate through.  Above ground tanks require pumping.  Water finds its 

own level and as we have seen in England in 2014 can be unstoppable. 
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The Jubilee River was built at great financial cost to the taxpayer, and at great cost to the homes 

downstream that are subject to more flooding because of the Jubilee River.  Was it built so as to 

enable developers to profit from building in the Maidenhead area? 

Insuring Flood Risk Homes 

Developments on areas prone to flooding such as 7A Lodge Farm will result in such properties being 

uninsurable.  The recently negotiated ‘Flood Re’ for such homes does NOT cover homes built since 

2009 – the ABI says this is designed "to avoid incentivising unwise building in flood risk areas".  

Homes owned by buy-to-let landlords or holiday lets are not covered. Leasehold properties are also 

excluded.  

Insurers ask re previous flooding which has happened on the site and if within 400 meters of water 

which is true in this case with The Bourne and The Cut. 

Development on such areas as Lodge Farm also removes a large open field area that acts as a sponge 

for rainwater and run off water.  Homes built here will transfer their run off onto nearby areas 

already at risk and as above if rented will not be insured for flooding regardless of age. 

SUMMARY 

7A is subject to surface flooding, ground water emergence flooding and river flooding. 

 

Other Environmental Considerations 

3.495 A small part of the area is subject to road noise caused by the Ascot Road and M4. 

How has it been determined that only a small part is subject to road noise?  This is incorrect.  

Holyport Road is also a huge generator of road traffic noise especially as the Holyport Road surface 

is the worst in the area.  Further, noise from the M4 

and Ascot Road travels across the subject land and can 

be heard as far as Holyport Road.  See also response 

to 3.485. 

The consultation makes no reference to AIR QUALITY.  

The end of Holyport Road at the junction with the 

A308 Windsor Road is a hot spot for pollution drifting 

towards Aysgarth Park.  Air quality is impacted by the 

M4 passing overhead, a jammed right turn from the 

A308 into Upper Bray Road and vehicles on the 

Holyport Road queuing to turn left and right at the 

mini roundabout.  In the adjacent map red shows poor 

air quality, this will not improve with additional cars 

from 200 homes. 

The site is actually in a triangle of busy roads.  The M4 

is clearly heard from Holyport Road beyond the site 

without double glazing and at night can still be heard 

as a rumble with double glazing.  The railway line in 

Maidenhead is even audible in certain conditions. 

No mention is made concerning aircraft noise. 

Currently in the summer months air traffic passes over 

this area every 1.5 minutes or less!  The last plans for Heathrow expansion showed a reroute of 

flight paths directly over Area 7A. 

As we write, we hear of the M4 Junctions 3 to 12 Smart Motorways Project, which will convert the 
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hard-shoulder to a Motorway Lane, thus creating eight lanes of traffic where previously there were 

six.  This 33.3% increase in traffic will no doubt give us a commensurate increase in noise and 

pollution.  See www.highways.gov.uk?roads?road-projects/m4-junctions-3-12 

No reference is made to the light pollution from 200 new homes in what was once a rural 

community. Light pollution will be seen from the Conservation area and impact its setting. 

Resources 

3.496 Most of the area is Grade 3 agricultural land (70%) and is in use for pastures and farming. The 

NPPF seeks to avoid development on the best and most versatile agricultural land (defined as grades 1, 

2 and 3a of the Agricultural Land Classification). Where significant development of agricultural land is 

demonstrated to be necessary, local planning authorities should seek to use areas of poorer quality 

land in preference to that of a higher quality. It is unknown whether this area is Grade 3a or Grade 3b 

and therefore a cautionary approach is taken and the higher classification used. Development of the 

land might therefore lead to a loss of agricultural land. 

Part of the land is grazing and used recently for beef cattle.  The remainder is now listed as Grade 3A 

agricultural land (sourced from a planning application).  Current Government information cautions 

against development on Grade 1-3A agricultural land.  Given the recent widespread flooding issues 

in the country any farmland escaping the waters has significantly increased in value and importance. 

The farm does handle 

groundwater quite 

well in places 

providing good 

growing conditions 

from Spring to 

Summer.  Winter 

flooding in fallow 

months would not 

impact agriculture 

however the 

development of 

housing on the small 

part of the field that 

suffers less from 

groundwater 

emergence is also the 

most fertile and 

productive part of the 

site and would present an unacceptable loss of agricultural land. 

Holyport Residents do however point out that the agricultural usefulness and quality is in the hands 

of landowners, farmers and tenant farmers.   As this site is now owned by a property developer 

residents remain vigilant for signs of intentional neglect and dereliction to support a case that 

agriculture is unsustainable. 

In the above map - soil quality - green=good to moderate, bright blue =very good.  (It appears that 

the colours are displaced slightly on the map as the blue area cannot be the area presently covered 

in housing.) 
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Name 

FREELY DRAINING SLIGHTLY ACID BUT BASE-RICH SOILS 

Main Surface Texture Class 

LOAMY 

Natural Drainage Type 

FREELY DRAINING 

Natural Fertility 

HIGH 

Characteristic Semi-natural Habitats 

BASE-RICH PASTURES AND DECIDUOUS WOODLANDS 

Main Land Cover 

ARABLE AND GRASSLAND 

Hyperlink 

/Metadata_for_magic/soilscape_summary.pdf 

Soil description for the area containing 7A 

The area around 7A and Holyport Road is underlain by Lambeth Group (sandy clay) and London Clay 

(silty clay) bedrock. These are both likely to be generally of low permeability. The majority of 

groundwater movement will take place in the overlying Kempton Park Gravel Formation (sand and 

gravel), where the groundwater will be in hydraulic continuity with the river.(source British 

Geographical Survey) 

3.497 Most of the area falls within source protection zone (SPZ) 3. As such, residential development is 

considered unlikely to cause adverse impacts to water quality. 

The aquifer map explains the vulnerability of the area to ground water emergence 

 

 

The area sits on a major 

aquifer collecting 

essential water for 

communities.  Building 

on this cannot be a 

good idea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Infrastructure 

3.498 Thames Water has significant concerns regarding Waste Water Services in relation to this site. 
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Specifically, the sewerage network in this area at present is highly unlikely to be able to support the 

demand anticipated from this development. Significant drainage infrastructure is likely to be required 

to ensure sufficient capacity is brought forward ahead of the development. In the first instance a 

detailed drainage strategy would be required from the developer to determine the exact impact on the 

infrastructure and the significance of the infrastructure to support the development. It should be noted 

that in the highly likely event of an upgrade to assets being required, there could be a period of over 3 

years required for the delivery of the infrastructure. 

This is a fairly large development and the local network is small diameter, or rising mains, therefore 

new and upsized network would be required. Cumulative impact of other areas would be significant. 

Would need to assess impact on network and Sewage Treatment Works. 

Who would have to pay for sewerage upgrades? We object to RBWM’s use of the wording "this 

development", “the 

development”, “fairly 

large development”, as if 

the form of the 

development is already 

known and that it has 

been presupposed that it 

will take place. 

The local sewage and 

drainage network is at 

capacity and beyond.  

Hearne Drive across the 

Ascot Road from Lodge 

Farm frequently 

experiences sewage 

overflowing from 

manhole covers in the 

road and Thames Water 

report there is nothing 

they can do about it. 

Above left, Hearn Drive 

Sewage emergence (Feb 

2014) 

Further afield the Ascot 

Road has been subject to 

overflowing sewage due to 

the inadequacy of the 

capacity of the local Forest 

Green Road pumping 

station.  This is without the 

additional load of the 500 

pupil Free School scheduled 

for occupancy from 

September 2014. 

The adjacent report is from 

the Maidenhead Advertiser 

2014 
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Utility companies will be under extreme pressure to upgrade systems simply to cope with recent 

flooding let alone invest in the infrastructure required to facilitate additional housing in the flood 

plain. 

RBWM has criticised the abilities of the local utility company, whilst the latter are philosophical and 

truthful about whether it is possible to upgrade and provide the infrastructure for massive 

development plans. 

Doubts that existing installations would cope is a message more appreciated by local residents 

rather than glib statements that  drainage systems will cope, only for sewage to subsequently erupt 

from manholes as happens already.  One should not shoot the messenger because the message is 

not to their liking. 

There are also concerns concerning power supply, telecommunications and broadband in the area 

already over-subscribed without more large developments planned.   

3.499 Currently there is no capacity for further expansion in the local, full, primary school, although 

some places may be available in the new free school at Hibbert Road. There is space on secondary 

school sites to expand, although this may be needed for children already in Maidenhead primary 

schools. 

There is currently a waiting list for the local Primary School.  It is unacceptable that local children be 

driven out the area to other schools if new developments are approved without the infrastructure 

being in place first. 

3.500 The Maidenhead area has a shortfall of provision in terms of total amount of open space 

balanced against the recommended local standard for each typology. The total shortfall of open space 

provision is primarily due to significant shortfall in natural and semi-natural greenspace. 

Here the Borough comments about a shortfall in open space and semi-natural greenspace yet they 

include a valuable open space in their ‘preferred options’ for development.  Residents fail to 

understand the mindset proposing the loss of this amenity. 

Highways & Accessibility 

3.501 There is an existing access to the A330 Ascot Road at Philberds Lodge and this is centrally located 

in terms of the site frontage. Planning permission has been granted for access to the land to the south-

west of Holyport Road for agricultural purposes only. If access is to be derived from Ascot Road then a 

speed check should be carried out. It would be necessary to introduce appropriate mitigation measures 

as part of any development, if speeds were found to be consistently exceeded. 

Approval for the agricultural gateway given by the Government's Bristol based Planning 

Inspectorate is conditional that the gateway "shall only be used in connection with the agricultural 

use of the adjoining land". 

The Inspector stated further "Finally, a condition is required to prevent the access from being used 

for any purpose other than in connection with the agricultural use of the land, in the interests of 

highway safety and having regard to the justification for the access and its Green Belt location." 

This latter condition prevents any access from the land onto Holyport Road unless it is for 

agricultural purposes. 

Traffic speeds are already known to be excessive on both the A330 Ascot Road and the unnumbered 

Holyport Road.  Traffic volumes are also excessive on both roads, and there are problems with large 

wide vehicles using both Holyport Road and Ascot Road. 

Ascot Road A330 is a busy over-subscribed road, in places unworthy of ‘A’ classification.  It is a major 

through road from Bracknell, where up to 15,000 new homes have been planned, on to the M4 

Junction 8/9 and A404(M) to the M40. 
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Local traffic attempting to exit from Philberds Lodge on the Lodge Farm site faces speeding traffic 

approaching from the flyover over the M4 and waits some time for a suitable gap in the traffic. 

During rush hours a half mile queue onto the A308(M) is not unusual as shown in the photos below.  

Here on Google Earth a virtual ‘person’ walks the length of the line of traffic from the Braywick 

roundabout down to just past Cresswells Farm. 

 

Image 7 shows the jam back towards the Green, Image 8 shows the queue towards the roundabout. 

Image 9 shows the end of the line by Cresswells Farm area.  The final image, on the left, 

demonstrates the narrowness of this road as it passes site 7A and approaches the Green at Holyport.  

There is only a narrow footpath on one side of the road and that is the opposite side from Lodge 

Farm.  Pedestrians and the disabled would need to cross the busy ‘A’ road to reach the footpath.  A 

footpath could only be achieved through the loss of ancient hedgerow on Lodge Farm. 

 

 

 

Queue back 

to Cresswells 

on a typical 

wet morning 

in May 2012. 

Note speed 

sign and 

horse alert 
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Entrance to 7A Lodge 

Farm May 2012 with a 

Flood sign! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the distance the 

roundabout, half a mile 

of queue to reach this 

from Cresswells Farm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.502 Some localised widening of Holyport Road may be necessary. In any event, a series of crossing 

points at least by way of pedestrian refuges and junction protection traffic islands together with 

environmental features should be introduced to help address any future issues that may arise with 

regard to safety and severance. 

Dependant on final numbers the provision of a right turn lane may need to be investigated. Some very 

limited form of development may be able to be served from Holyport Street but this should not be to 

the detriment to the safety and character of the street and Blind Lane. However Holyport Street can be 

used for pedestrian / cycle access. 

What is said here is already required without any development taking place.  Again RBWM text 

implies that the form of the development is already known and further, that it has been 

presupposed that it will take place. 

Further, the condition applied by the Government’s Bristol based Planning Inspectorate prevents 

any access from the land onto Holyport Road unless it is for agricultural purposes. 

Again we are very concerned that in this analysis it appears to have been assumed that a particular 

development WILL take place. 

As for localised widening, Holyport Road is an unclassified road with a single lane in both directions; 

it is impossible to park a car in the road and still allow 2 lanes of traffic.  Any ‘roadside’ parking 
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generally takes place on the pavement to the disadvantage of pedestrians. 

There is no room for pedestrian refuges or traffic islands on either Ascot Road or Holyport Road. 

Road widening of any kind could only be achieved by the compulsory purchase of the front gardens 

of Holyport Road residents thus removing their ability to park in front of their properties off road or 

alternatively the destruction of ancient protected hedgerow. 

Morning jam on Holyport Road in May 2012 down to A308 

 

 

Jam on Holyport Road tailing back to Springfield Park May 2012 

 

 

End of the line May 

2012 0.2 miles long.  

Long wait for the 

ambulance. And Dr 

Lee MP of Bracknell 

wants a new 

Hospital on our 

Area 5C! 

 

This road cannot 

accommodate any 

more rush hour 

traffic from a large 

local development, 

as well as from the 

huge Bracknell 

housing 

development. 
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End of Holyport 

Street looking 

towards Lodge Farm, 

parked vehicles. 

Holyport Street is in 

the conservation 

area and single 

track, completely 

congested and any 

extra wheeled 

access should be 

discouraged. 

 

 

 

3.503 For access to Holyport Road, the priority T-Junction(s) would need to be provided with sufficient 

visibility splays in each direction. Dependant on final numbers the provision of a right turn lane may 

need to be investigated. 

Clearly the assessment has been done against a particular proposal and it has been presupposed 

that it will take place.  This is not the sort of analysis that RBWM should perform at this stage. 

Again we are  very concerned that in the RBWM analysis it has been assumed that a particular 

development WILL take place, and as stated above - Approval for a gateway onto Holyport Road was 

given by the Government's Bristol based Planning Inspectorate conditional that the gateway "shall 

only be used in connection with the agricultural use of the adjoining land". 

The Inspector stated further "Finally, a condition is required to prevent the access from being used 

for any purpose other than in connection with the agricultural use of the land, in the interests of 

highway safety and having regard to the justification for the access and its Green Belt location." 

This latter condition prevents any access from the land onto Holyport Road unless it is for 

agricultural purposes. 

Holyport Road is not wide enough for an extra filter lane without cutting into the 7A land area and 

the destruction of ancient hedgerow. There is no permitted access from Holyport Road into a Lodge 

Farm housing site.  The only access was permitted by the Planning Inspector for agricultural vehicles 

only and for agricultural use only.  Plans for such an access would still require to be presented to the 

local authority for approval. 

The recent approval was not for an access suitable for two-way traffic associated with a housing 

development, and junction treatment was agreed for a rural setting with gate to minimise the loss 

of hedgerow.  Access for a housing development would involve a new application and possibly loss 

of far more hedgerow than agreed. 
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3.504 A Transport Assessment and Residential Travel Plan would be required in connection with any 

development of this site. The proposal would add to peak hour congestion which would also need to be 

tested through the strategic model together with other sites should they emerge. This would be in 

addition to junction operation modelling testing which would be undertaken through the requisite 

Transport Assessment. 

Analysis of RBWM’s traffic survey on Holyport Road in early July 2013 showed that at that time 7050 

vehicles per day used Holyport Road.  Of that 7050 - 3448, 49%, travelled above the 30 mph speed 

limit. 

Ascot Road traffic pictured on Google Maps in May 2012 clearly shows a half mile queue to Braywick 

roundabout whilst on the same day Holyport Road shows a jam of 0.2 miles.  On school days the 

junction between Holyport Road and Stroud Farm Road is completely congested with parents’ cars. 

This is a typical daily occurrence in the area. The area cannot support an increase in local traffic. 

Ascot Road Metrics for the only access to 7A 

Traffic is heaviest in the morning rush hour Monday to Friday towards the M4. Typical tailback 

statistics obtained via Google traffic statistics; 

Mondays    8 am 0.8 miles;   8.30 am 1 mile;   9am reduces to 0.2 miles 

Tuesdays    8 am 0.8 miles;   8.30 am 1.5 miles;   9 am 0.3 miles 

Wednesdays    8 am 1.2 miles;   8.30 am 1.2 miles;   9 am 0.7 miles  

Thursdays    8 am 0.7 miles;   8.30 am 1.2 miles;   9 am 0.3 miles 

Fridays    8 am 0.3 miles;   8.30 am 0.35 miles;   0.1 miles  

 

The roundabout at the end of Holyport Road would require significant remodelling to allow 2 lanes 

of traffic out onto the A308 and 2 lanes into Holyport Road from the Windsor direction. Currently 

vehicles exiting from Holyport turning left can block any possibility of others turning right. 
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In 2013, residents have taken two petitions about the traffic problems, one regarding Holyport Road 

and Moneyrow Green, the other re the A330, and have submitted these to RBWM requesting a 

consultation as to what can be done to improve the traffic situation for the whole Holyport Area.  At 

least one resident has analysed the problem and asked RBWM for a solution, and has suggested that 

average speed cameras may be a possible answer.  Neither the petitions, nor the emails have been 

answered by RBWM. 

3.505 To ensure the wider primary highway network is used to distribute the majority of vehicles no 

vehicular through route should be considered between Ascot Road and Holyport Road. However a 

pedestrian cycle through route needs to be included. Although the site has local highway issues, 

suitable mitigation measures can be sought to overcome these issues. 

The current landowner has stated at residents meetings in Holyport his intention to have such a 

road, so it seems that this assessment has been made against that particular proposal and that it has 

been presupposed that it will take place. 

Planning permission has been granted for access from Holyport Road for agricultural purposes only. 

There is no permitted access to 7A from Holyport Road for any public thoroughfare. 

3.506 The area is served by 2 bus services Courtney Coaches (A330) and First Bus Coaches (Money Row 

Green). The area benefits from good access to local services, including shops, health care and schools. 

The distance to the nearest doctor is 124 metres and pharmacy is 129 metres, the nearest school is 140 

metres distance away and the local centre is 117 metres away. Maidenhead railway station is 3.6 km 

away. 

Buses run approximately hourly to Maidenhead and Windsor weekdays the last service leaves 1841 

and 1852 respectively, there is no evening return service. 

Holyport is fortunate in retaining a newsagent, off licence, Post Office and general store a pharmacy, 

butcher and small supermarket. THE LOCAL GP SURGERY IS HOWEVER ALREADY OVER-SUBSCRIBED 

AS IS THE LOCAL SCHOOL. 

Sustainability Appraisal 

3.507 The area scored -7 when assessed against sustainability objectives. 

Although the site received a low score, it is considered that in light of recent flooding and 

information on local traffic the score should be even lower. 

Availability 

3.508 Most of the area is available for development. 

THE APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT IN THE NORTH/CENTRAL AREA OF THE SITE AND ITS 

SURROUNDING GROUNDS IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT.   

The field to the west of the site suffers significant groundwater emergence flooding and lengthy 

periods of standing water and would not be suitable for development. 

The area to the south west contains significant areas of archaeological interest including an ancient 

moat. 

The area to the north east is productive agricultural land which as also being green belt would 

require very special circumstances to be developed.  The northern section of this field falls within 

flood zone 2 and 3 and is unsuitable for development. 

The remaining area is the southern corner adjacent to the Holyport conservation area and crossed 

by a public footpath.  It also has had flooding in February 2014. There is no direct vehicle access to 

this area, and it is some distance from the Ascot Road gateway. Other agricultural/farm buildings to 

the south have been subject to planning applications for conversion and roundly rejected by the 
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Planning Inspector. 

In our answer to 3.490 we made reference to further photos of lorries using the A330 as it passes 

through Holyport.  The following photo compilation shows a sample of these; 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

7A is not a suitable site for development for the following main reasons; 

The area is Green Belt and forms an essential gap between the settlement of Holyport and that of 

Maidenhead. 

Development would adversely affect the openness of the current setting of the Holyport 

Conservation Area and be detrimental to the amenity of this area. 

The local infrastructure of highways is already at full capacity and unable to easily accommodate 

more large developments in the area. 

The local infrastructure of sewage and drainage is already at full capacity and unable to easily 

accommodate more large developments in the area. 

The local schooling service is already at full capacity and unable to easily accommodate more large 
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developments in the area. 

The local healthcare service is already at full capacity and unable to easily accommodate more large 

developments in the area. 

The site is subject to extensive flooding from both groundwater emergence and local rivers. 

Neighbouring properties value the function of this farmland to absorb its share of rainwater.  There 

is concern that development would increase local issues of excess water as new properties, roads, 

driveways, paths and garden treatments would increase the run off into other areas. Sewage already 

overflows into local roads during heavy rainfall. 

Various areas contain potential significant archaeological land forms. 

The only public vehicle access to the site is via the Ascot Road which is already narrow, and very 

busy. 

Residents in the Holyport area value the amenity of the openness of the rural landscape presented 

by this area of valuable green belt and development of the site would simply merge the entire area 

with that of Maidenhead causing a complete loss of village identity and well-being. 

It is only the speculative sale of this area to a property developer who is proactively promoting his 

land for development that has resulted in this delightful open space being under threat. 

200 homes would represent serious over development and any actual available land on the site 

would not sustain sufficient homes to warrant the destruction of this productive farmland. 

A developer would require an appropriate return on his investment.  This 7A site is an ideal 

agricultural area with adjoining public open space/public footpath and dog walking route.  The area 

is too small for a golf course and clubhouses for alternative leisure use would require careful 

placement. Other leisure uses are unlikely to provide an adequate return should these 

establishments be willing to relocate to the site to free up other land for development. 

This is prime farmland and best retained as such. 


